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Why Writing I s Necessary
College students in career-oriented majors such as computer science
have two curricular thrusts, professional studies and general education.
Writing is an important component of each.

Led by the ubiquitous freshman composition course, writing has long
been prominent in American general‘education. Following this introduction, the term papers usually assigned in literature and history courses
build additional skill in a particular type of writing - the research paper.
Recently, however, many academics have recognized that writing education cannot be isolated to a few courses and have advocated a much
broader approach called ’Writing Across the Curriculum.” Ideas a d v e
cated by Writing Across the Curriculum proponents are k p n i n g to influence Computer Science curricula.1
Unfortunately, in some science and engineering curricula, the importance of writing is not yet recognized. Perhaps it is because some faculty

in technical curricula feel that writing should be taught in general education or that they are not competent to teach writing. Perhaps it is because
some technical students have more difficulty with writing than do humanities or social science students, suggesting that more, not less, writing
instruction is needed. Perhaps it is because technical students sometimes
tend to concentrate more on symbolic expression and less on the develop
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ment of natural language. In addition, programming language skill
development or communication with machines may crowd out the development of human-to-human communication and possibly lead computer
science students to shortchange this facet of their education. Indeed, the
stereotypical "nerd" is often portrayed as impoverished in written and
oral human language skills.2
However, our computer science students need strengthened communication skills, not only for personal enrichment, but also for professional
activity. Computer scientists must communicate with each other as
clearly as with their machines. And, an extremely important Computer
Science subdiscipline, the "man-machine interface," clearly rests on a
thorough understanding of human communication.

Modes of Writing in Computer Science Courses
There seem to be three categories which adequately describe most of
the writing used in Computer Science courses: writing to develop facility
with the specialized language of the discipline, writing to explain results
of a study, and writing as a process for clarification of fuzzy ideas. The
first two categories are the most common, but the distinction between
them is frequently lost. This is unfortunate because they require different
skills. A student's lack of facility with the technical language can be
mistaken by the instructor for an inability to organize thought; likewise,
disorganized thinking may be passed off as merely a lack of writing skill.

The last category, clarification of thinking, although possibly new to
computer science faculty, has important pedagogical potential. Teachers
of writing recognize that the process of writing about a topic helps clarify
the writer's thinking.3 The simplistic model:
1. Collect all thoughts
2.

Write them down

has yielded to the recognition of a feedback loop in the thinking-writing
process. Attempting to express an idea often sharpens and clarifies the
concept, frequently exposes lacunae in the thought chain, and possibly
creates new questions. Thus, writing to clarify thinking may be an
emerging tool for the Computer Science educator.
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Developing Professional Language Facility
In a specialized discipline there are many new terms, phrasings, and
modes of expression which have evolved to allow specialists to communicate more efficiently. When abused they create jargon, but their proper
use is necessary if students are to fully join the professional community.
This cannot be done passively; students must practice professional writing
on a regular basis.
Since learning two things simultaneously is difficult, learning to u x
this new professional language and concurrently learning to organize
professional material is often too large a first step for many students. For
them, the first writing assignments in the discipline should be straightforward. An assignment I have used successfullyis the writing of summaries.4
Students are asked to choose an article from a recent issue of a technical
journal and summarize it. Although students must be able to abstract
essential points, the original article generally provides the organization for
the summary and examples of using the professional language. Students
learn to express themselves professionally by mimicking professionals in
their use of specialized terminology. Plagiarism is clearly a concern and
needs to be discussed with the students straightforwardly. Happily, this
assignment also has several beneficial side-effects which are described in
the reference cited.

Learning to Organize and Present Professional Results
A second level of technical language skill is organization and presentation of the results of a study. In the natural sciences, this is often a
laboratory report. In Computer Science, it can assume several formats and
5 the laboratory portion of my
is currently used in a variety of c o u r s e s .In
Computer Architecture course, I generally give an experiment which is
somewhat open-ended and ask for a standard laboratory report. In
addition to specialized language and organizational skills, students learn
to combine text and graphics to explain their results.
This term in Computer Graphics, I am attempting a similar approach
through an open-ended programming project. The students are asked to
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develop three ”typeface characters” in two different fonts and examine
various problems associated with rendering these fonts on a computer
screen. They are asked to explain what they did, what problems resulted,
and how the problems were (or weren’t) overcome.
Systems analysis courses are ”naturals” for writing, and several authors have described the written assignments given to their students.6 The
discipline demands written materials of varying types, such as user questionnaires and diaries, formal specifications, project correspondence, system documentation, requests for proposals or quotations, the final report,
and standards for thc analysis process itself. Technical writing is crucial
for the systems analyst and “Systems Analysis and Design” courses often
require the preparation of technical material.
Because oral communication skill is equal in importance to its written
counterpart, Computer Science students also need opportunities to enhance their presentation skills.7 In our curriculum several courses present
the occasion for brief oral reports, but the best opportunity to practice
presentation skills is in the required senior-project course, ”Directed
Study in Computer Applications.” In a multi-presentation colloquium at
the semester’s end, each student presents a 30 minute project report to an
audience consisting of the department faculty and fellow seniors. Faculty
coach students in the preparation of their talks, showing them how to
develop effectivepresentations.

Development of Thinking
Earlier 1 described the feedback loop that exists in thc thinking-writing
system. The writing process forces the writer to clarify thinking by
exposing the holes in a progression of ideas and frequently raising new
questions. Presenting an idea improves the idea, a concept familiarly
expressed through the teachers’ adage ”the best way to learn a subject is to
teach it.” Computer Science faculty are beginning to use writing to help
their students understand Computer Science better.
Assignments which require students to express their thinking about
problems and concepts may help the student sharpen their understanding
of concepts.B Getting students to carefully pose questions about the
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subject may lead them to think about the answers. I have assigned as a
homework problem, ’Write a potential question for the next hour exam,
and explain what this question measures about knowledge of the subject.”
In addition to the wonderful side-effect of giving me some great exam
questions, answering this question helps students focus and clarify their
own knowledge.

My colleague Peggy Eaton formalized this approach last spring during
her “Organization of Programming Languages” course. She broadened
the traditional concept of the course notebook by requiring her students to
keep a Programming Languages Journal. The journal contained lecture
notes, but also notes taken while studying. More importantly, in the
journal students wrote down concepts or ideas they didn’t understand, In
the process of explaining what confused them, they often removed the
confusion, and if not, they had a well-focused question for class dismssion. Writing helped students learn Computer Science.

Summary
Writing is both an end and a means. Computer Science students need
to write to communicate, and professional writing must be taught in
Computer Science courses as a continuation of the more general writing
instruction of general education courses. But also, through the process of
writing, writers are forced to clarify their thinking. By this means students
have an additional tool for learning Computer Science.

Notes
‘Hartman, Janet D., ’Writing to Learn and Communicate in a Data Structures Course," SIGSCE Bulletin, February 1989 : 32-36.
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r
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AlDisciplines, Jossey-Bass,San Francisco, 1982.
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